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The 2015 International Conference on Computing, 

Management and Telecommunications at DTU 

 

From December 28th to 30th, DTU held the 2015 International Conference on Computing, Management 

and Telecommunications (ComManTel 2015), which was attended by national and international 

researchers, delegates and companies in Danang. One hundred research papers from twenty-one 

countries, including Vietnam, the USA, Italy, France, the UK, Greece, Spain, China, Taiwan, Korea and 

others, were submitted. Participants exchanged ideas and presented information on their latest research in 

Computing, Management and Telecommunications, including topics such as wireless communications, 

video image processing and transmission, cloud computing, robotics, biomedical electronics, computer 

and telecommunications networking and sensor networking. New projects are also underway.  

   

   

Dr. Le Nguyen Bao speaks at the Conference 

    

Dr. Le Nguyen Bao, DTU Vice-Provost, said: “This is the third international conference on Computing, 

Management and Telecommunications and it is a great honor for DTU to have always hosted it. The 

conference has contributed to the development of several new Vietnamese ICT projects and allowed us to 

expand our international partnerships to improve the quality of education and research at our 

university.” 
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 Attendees  

 

Mr. Pham Kim Son, Director of the Danang Department of Information and Communications, said: 

“Year-by-year, IT hardware installations have grown by 30% per year and software applications by 35% 

and Danang has topped the IT application index nationwide for the past seven years. DTU has made a 

significant contribution to the development of IT in Danang and graduated highly-qualified IT specialists 

to serve our city and country. This conference is being hosted by DTU in collaboration with the Institute 

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the Newton Fund and the British Council. It is a great 

opportunity for us to research optimum solutions to boost the growth of IT in Danang”. 

 

Fifty-eight papers out of the one hundred papers were accepted. All will be published in the IEEE Journal, 

and the best ones in a special issue of IET, under the topic “Green Computing and Communications”. 

DTU contributed eight papers this year and two and seven in 2013 and 2014 respectively. 

 

(Media Center)  

 


